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Demos pounce on Vitter's house deed Front-runner calls wording abhorrent Friday, October 22, 2004

By Bill Walsh Staff writer

U.S. Senate race front-runner David Vitter is under attack from Democrats for buying a house in Old Metairie in 1996 with a deed that specified it could only be sold "to people of the white race," a decades-old provision Vitter said he didn't know about.

Vitter said he never saw the exclusion. He condemned the use of such covenants, once relatively common on residential properties in the New Orleans area, and said they would be illegal anyway.

"As we speak, I don't know if it's in there," Vitter said. "It's completely abhorrent and has been struck down as unenforceable for decades."

The provision, dating to the 1940s, was removed four years later when Vitter and his wife, Wendy, sold the Metairie Road house.

The provision was made public in an Internet political newsletter and credited to Democratic operatives working to defeat Vitter in the U.S. Senate race. The Republican congressman leads three Democratic opponents heading into the Nov. 2 primary election.

Democrats, who have stepped up on attacks on Vitter as he has moved above 40 percent in recent polls, said the restrictive covenant is further proof that Vitter is out of touch with African-Americans. Democratic officials assailed him recently for missing two candidate debates sponsored by black civil rights groups.

(Excerpt) Read more at nola.com ...
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This is a no-issue matter designed by Democrats to boost minority turnout on Nov. 2 and Dec. 4 against the Vitter candidacy.
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To: Theodore R.

This guy has worked so hard through the years to keep taxpayers from having to see their money go to abortions and abortion providers. No wonder the lib/dems hate him. Abortion is, after all, the altar at which they worship.
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